CIRCULAR

Sub: Sale of stamps in the schools affiliated with CBSE for raising funds for the welfare and rehabilitation of AIDS affected children - reg.

Ref. Letter dated 05.08.09 of Sh. Abdul Wahab P.V Member of Parliament(Rajya Sabha), Chairperson, Global Kerala Initiative (Keraleeeyam).

Global Kerala Initiative-Keraleeeyam is an organization working for the rehabilitation of the neglected and orphan HIV Positive children in Kerala. The Chairperson, Keraleeeyam has requested that the organization may be given permission to distribute stamps worth Rs. 5/- only in the schools affiliated to CBSE purely on voluntary basis.

On the basis of the request of the Chairperson of Global Kerala Initiative-Keraleeeyam, the Principals of the all the schools affiliated to CBSE in Kerala are requested to cooperate and participate in this noble endeavor by accepting the stamps which will be distributed to the schools by Keraleeeyam. The collection period will be limited to the end of this academic year i.e. March 2010 and the sale of stamps will be only through the Principals of the schools concerned.

(Joseph Emmanuel)  
Deputy Secretary

CC:-
1. All the Principals of Schools affiliated with the CBSE in the State of Kerala
2. Sh. Abdul Wahab P.V Member of Parliament(Rajya Sabha), Chairperson, Global Kerala Initiative (Keraleeeyam).